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Summary

The US and afghan governments have, at various times, intentionally pursued 
strategies of “divide and defeat” in an attempt to fragment and weaken the 
Taliban. These approaches have proved ineffective and, as long as peace efforts 
are being pursued, should be discontinued. contrary to lingering narratives from 
earlier eras of the afghan conflict, the Taliban today are a relatively cohesive 
insurgent group and are unlikely to fragment in the near term. This has not hap-
pened by accident: the Taliban’s leadership has consistently, at times ruthlessly, 
worked to retain and strengthen its organizational cohesion. To this day, the 
group is unwilling to cross internal “red lines” that might threaten that cohesion.

The literature on insurgency and negotiated peace suggests that only cohesive 
movements are capable of following through and enforcing peace agreements. 
Many of the feared scenarios of Taliban fragmentation, including the defection of 
“hard-liners” or mass recruitment by the Islamic State, do not correspond to cur-
rent realities on the ground. Fragmentation of the Taliban is not impossible, and 
the group is certainly far from monolithic, but ideological rifts are not a sufficient 
explanation of why this has taken place in the past—or might again. 

By studying what makes the Taliban cohesive and what has caused instances 
of its fragmentation, all parties invested in an afghan peace process might be 
better equipped to negotiate with the Taliban under terms the movement would 
be willing to accept, even if it has not defined those terms publicly.
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Since their removal from power in late 2001 and formation of a resilient insurgency, the 
afghan Taliban have been described as comprising little more than a loose network, 
disorganized, lacking hierarchy, and having “a tendency toward fragmentation.”1 For 
nearly two decades, analysts have been largely consistent in their characterization 
of the Taliban as a divided movement—despite significant evolution on the Taliban’s 
part. The concept of the Taliban’s fragmented nature, and the movement’s potential to 
fragment, helped frame an entire phase of US policy in afghanistan. at times when the 
group has outwardly displayed signs of fragmentation, including the brutal infighting 
consequent on a succession crisis, analysts and observers have pored over the details 
of factional maneuvering. Today, concerns have revived about the group’s ability to con-
trol—or even retain—its diverse membership in the face of advances in afghanistan’s 
peace process, especially its February 29 agreement with the United States. 

Yet even with renewed Western attention to the issue, few studies have collated 
various episodes of Taliban fragmentation over time, and even fewer have applied 
comparative scholarship to the questions of how and why insurgencies break apart.2 
This report does both. It first reviews the political and conflict context that has shaped 
much of the policy discourse on Taliban fracture. It then concisely outlines the 

US peace envoy Zalmay Khalilzad, left, and Mullah abdul Ghani Baradar, the Taliban group's top political leader, sign a peace agreement in Doha, 
Qatar, on February 29, 2020. (Photo by hussein Sayed/aP)

Analysts and 
commentators have 

raised the specter of 
Taliban fragmentation 

as a cautionary 
argument against 

pursuing the last year 
of peace process 

efforts, including the 
recent agreement 

between the 
insurgent group and 

the United States.

The “Fragmentation” Narrative
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theoretical literature on insurgent group fragmentation, 
relating key findings to the Taliban. a historical record 
of the Taliban’s past fragmentation is compiled from 
existing reporting and research. Theoretical lenses are 
then applied to answer the following questions: Is the 
Taliban a fragmented organization today? When it has 
shown evidence of fragmentation, what did that demon-
strate about the group? Specifically, this report seeks to 
determine how the tendency or potential for the Taliban 
to fragment may have an impact on the group’s current 
and future participation in peace efforts.

Even as the US military and its NaTO partners were 
struggling to contain an increasingly resurgent Taliban 
a decade ago, a narrative had already firmly taken 
root within the international community that it might be 
possible to exploit the supposedly fragmented nature 
of the Taliban and to prevail over it with military force 
alone. This narrative was drawn in part from notions of 
disarmament and reconciliation that had been promot-
ed, since at least 2005, by afghanistan’s then presi-
dent hamid Karzai. The logic emanated from american 
military counterinsurgency (cOIN) theory and practice, 
lauded at the time for its application in Iraq.3 From a 
cOIN perspective, it stood to reason that if a number of 
Taliban fighters were driven primarily by local griev-
ances, rather than by the strict ideology that made the 
movement notorious during its Islamic Emirate regime 
(1996–2001), these members could perhaps be coaxed 
away from the insurgency. afghans themselves have 
long drawn a distinction between the movement’s ide-
ological, fighting core and its “part-time,” inactive, and 
other more pragmatically motivated members.4

Those earliest efforts to encourage Taliban reconcilia-
tion were ineffective, but Western assessments blamed 
corruption in the nascent afghan government, and the 
underpinning idea survived.5 By 2009, the “fragmenta-
tion” narrative had gone mainstream, at times with ex-
plicit policy advice to try to “flip” the Taliban—or at least 
the “reconcilable” elements within the movement.6 The 
concept was quickly incorporated into the new Obama 

administration’s afghanistan strategy, where, paired 
with a troop surge, it became part of a complicated, 
sometimes contradictory american approach.7 More 
than half a dozen initiatives were pursued in tandem, 
with some attempting to “peel off” local Taliban com-
manders, while others, such as the push to establish 
a Taliban political office in Doha, seemed to be part of 
an entirely different strategy. The Obama White house 
refocused on al-Qaeda in afghanistan, and the admin-
istration’s scattered approach to the Taliban seemed 
to stem in part from perceptions of the two groups’ re-
lationship.8 Meanwhile, the US military surge sought to 
maximize battlefield gains to enable negotiation “from 
a position of strength,” which led to mistrust and obfus-
cation on the part of the Taliban during early attempts 
to directly negotiate.9 

a growing consensus that the Taliban as a burgeoning 
group had begun to split into factions emerged among 
international observers and policymakers. reporting 
on the Taliban began to highlight internal grappling 
between rival centers of power: several regional 
shuras, or councils, appeared to have grown to rival 
the authority of the traditional leadership’s shura based 
in Quetta, Pakistan.10 But there was little in Western 
specialists’ reporting on the Taliban to suggest these 
“growing pains” were a by-product of military pres-
sure. Indeed, the portrait was much more one of a 
resilient, adaptive movement that had made strides in 
military professionalization and hierarchy—though as a 
“polycentric” organization, with competing authorities 
at the top.11 Yet the US military and national security 
establishment continued to speak about splitting the 
movement, not along the seams of the increasingly 
competitive leadership councils but in terms of engag-
ing “moderate” Taliban—with regular references to the 
“anbar awakening” in Iraq in 2006, when a group of 
Sunni sheiks rejected al-Qaeda and began to cooper-
ate with US forces.12 

For counterinsurgent forces, peace negotiations 
are often seen as a potential tool that might push 
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insurgent groups toward fragmentation; insurgent 
fragmentation is a weakness to be exploited.13 By 
2012, as it grew apparent that talks with the Taliban 
and various reintegration initiatives had stalled de-
spite several years of intensified US military cam-
paigns, some openly advocated for reconciliation 
efforts to be used for that precise purpose.14 Even as 
weak results led the US and afghan governments to 
wind down the various stratagems intended to disarm 
and reconcile Taliban fighters, hints of divide and de-
feat methods persisted—such as the US blacklisting 
the haqqani network without enforcing new sanctions 
against the “core” Taliban membership.15 

By 2015, the Taliban had violently reasserted their 
presence across the country, but a confluence of 
events—the displacement of Pakistani militants across 
the eastern border, the related emergence of an 

Islamic State (IS) satellite, and the public revelation that 
Taliban founder Mullah Omar had been dead since 
2013—sent shock waves through the movement and 
halted faltering back-channel peace talks. Observers 
speculated as to the group’s fragmented nature and 
the potential for open schisms, with some commenta-
tors again seeing opportunity in the Taliban’s internal 
discord.16 Other scholars and practitioners rightly noted 
that insurgencies and extremist groups often grow 
more violent in the aftermath of leadership transitions 
as new leaders seek to establish credibility.17 an expec-
tation of fragmentation persisted after the death of a 
second Taliban leader, Omar’s successor, Mullah akhtar 
Mansour.18 Mansour managed to corral many high-rank-
ing dissenters back into the fold, obtaining delayed 
and reportedly begrudging oaths of allegiance, but his 
tenure remained characterized by internal polarization 
and rumors of discord.19

Taliban fighters listen to Mullah Mohammed rasoul, unseen, the leader of a breakaway faction of the Taliban, in Farah Province, on November 3, 
2015. In the years since, rasoul has expressed support for a peace settlement. (Photo by aP)
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The very nature of Mansour’s death—he was killed, 
controversially, on Pakistani soil by an american drone 
strike in 2016—seemed to highlight the persistence of 
a “forcing fragmentation” strategy, even if US foreign 
policy circles had dropped most public emphasis on 
intentionally fragmenting the Taliban.20 In its place, 
however, the afghan government rigorously took up 
the strategy. as late as 2017, then commander of US 
forces in afghanistan General John W. Nicholson noted 
that the long-term strategy of the afghan security forc-
es was “fight, fracture, talk.”21 In the years after Omar’s 
death was made public, sporadic clashes between the 
Taliban and pockets of the movement’s erstwhile mem-
bers began to reveal evidence of afghan government 
influence—and at times outright and open support—for 
the several remaining splinter groups.22 

By the time of the US troop drawdown, concluding the 
troops’ active combat role, Western scholars and prac-
titioners had largely shifted away from advocating for a 
divide and conquer approach as afghanistan policy dis-
cussions shifted to more feasible options under a lighter 
footprint. Yet the paradigm of splitting insurgent groups 
persisted in some corners. Some continued to suggest 
the key to a political settlement lay in the Taliban’s inter-
nal divisions.23 Others hopefully pointed to the afghan 
government’s 2017 political settlement with Gulbuddin 
hekmatyar and his hezb-e Islami party (hIG) as a model 
for future agreements with the Taliban.24 These hopes 
leaned on an implicit characterization of the hIG peace 
deal as successfully dividing afghanistan’s insurgency, 
splitting Gulbuddin’s “reconcilable” fighters off from an 
“irreconcilable” Taliban. afghan political figures have 
said as much since hekmatyar’s return to afghanistan, 
suggesting more than once that the Taliban should 
be negotiated with along similar terms.25 But this per-
spective ignores the fact that hIG had always been a 
rather separate and distinct movement from the Taliban, 
not a faction that was successfully “peeled off.” It also 

overlooks the vast differences in the military situation 
and political leverage of the Taliban versus the hIG, at 
the time of the latter group’s settlement. 

More recently, analysts and commentators have 
raised the specter of future Taliban fragmentation—the 
potential result, in their eyes, of the group’s loss of 
control—as a cautionary argument against pursuing 
the last year of peace process efforts, including the 
February 29 agreement between the insurgent group 
and the United States.26 Ironically, the very issue skep-
tics highlight to warn against engaging the Taliban in 
peace efforts—namely, the group’s putative potential 
to fragment—is precisely the military objective that has 
been pursued for most of the past decade. 

concerns about fragmentation stem from a general 
worry over the Taliban leadership’s ability to com-
mand and control its fighters in the event of a political 
settlement that includes a nationwide cease-fire. Even 
if Taliban leaders agree in good faith to reduce or end 
violence, will they be able to control the wide umbrella 
of fighters under their command in pockets around the 
country? More specifically, concerns have been voiced 
that the haqqani network, a Taliban faction with a his-
tory of semi-autonomy and believed to be responsible 
for many of the terror attacks against Kabul, will play 
spoiler by either defecting from the Taliban or simply 
refusing to abide by any peace deal, or that haqqani 
fighters or other Taliban hard-liners may rush to join IS 
in afghanistan if the movement’s leadership reaches an 
agreement with the US or afghan government, in the 
same way some commanders defected and pledged 
allegiance to IS in 2015.27 

Yet neither of the above scenarios is strongly support-
ed by a detailed historical recitation of the Taliban’s 
fractures or by the broader literature on fragmentation 
in insurgent groups. 
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Insurgent Fragmentation: 
Theoretical Insights

It is crucial to distinguish the concept of fragmentation 
from that of factionalism. Often, the description “frag-
mented” has been applied to the Taliban rather casually, 
to refer to the organization’s loosely networked ori-
gins and the spirit of consultative decision making that 
continues to anchor the group, even as its military and 
governance hierarchies have crystallized somewhat. Yet 
fragmentation should be expressly understood as one 
of the “more significant manifestations” of factionalism: 
the splitting of an organization into politically distinct, mu-
tually exclusive entities, whereby these entities create a 
new group, join another existing group, or side with the 
state.28 That is to say, an organization can be rife with 
factions or operate under a factionalized decision-mak-
ing process and still remain relatively cohesive in its stra-
tegic aims and activity. When fragmentation does occur, 
it stems from an already factionalized group.

Studying and scrutinizing the different factions within an 
opaque organization such as the Taliban can be vital to 
interpreting behavior, extrapolating true objectives, and 
anticipating future moves. For instance, the perplexing 
and seemingly contradictory stance of the Taliban toward 
the afghan government’s elections in 2014 is clarified by 
such close scrutiny.29 That said, it is difficult to concep-
tualize and quantify the impacts of factionalism, even in 
studies of open political parties, and predictions based 
on a close scrutiny of factionalism in closed organizations 
are historically notoriously unreliable. Signs of factional-
ism should not lead to assumptions of impending frag-
mentation, insofar as factionalism has been a consistent 
feature of the Taliban movement and one that has not 
translated into wider or persistent fragmentation. 

In a foundational work on insurgent cohesion and frag-
mentation, Paul Staniland theorized that strong insurgen-
cies have historically been rooted in two core traits. he 
showed that cohesive insurgent groups possess strong 
horizontal networks that bind the organization’s leaders 
together, as well as vertical ties that keep insurgents 
plugged into the communities where they operate.30 
Years later, Theo Farrell applied Staniland’s framework to 
the Taliban, illustrating that the movement possesses both 
traits.31 The Taliban’s consultative, committee-based lead-
ership structure sustains buy-in from various commanders 
and even dissenting factions (while tribal ties continue to 
bind together core leadership circles). and the group’s 
growing social development initiatives, localized recruit-
ment, and attention to government-marginalized areas 
have only strengthened its vertical ties to communities.32

Kristen Bakke, Kathleen Gallagher cunningham, and 
Lee Seymour dove into greater detail to conceptualize 
fragmentation, identifying three fundamental contribut-
ing factors.33 Depending on the number of distinct sub-
groups within an insurgency, the strength or weakness 
of the group’s institutions, and the distribution of power 
among its internal factions, a range of unique fragment-
ing processes can take place. 

For instance, an insurgent organization with strong 
internal discipline and exhibiting power dynamics that 
favor one faction over the others might witness frag-
mentation, but the model posits that the stronger faction 
would likely suppress smaller groups or subsume them, 
squashing any infighting that might result. critically, the 
scholars’ definition of distinct subgroups depends on 
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the lack of an acknowledged higher or central authority. 
according to this typology of insurgencies, the central-
ity of the Taliban’s concept or role of amir ul-Mu’menin 
(commander of the Faithful) for most of the movement’s 
history, and the prominent role the group’s rabhari 
Shura (Leadership council) has exercised even in peri-
ods of leadership transition, indicate that the movement 
is less fragmented than most insurgencies.34 

another scholar, Michael Woldermariam, demonstrated 
that insurgencies are perhaps most likely to fragment 
in the event of major losses or gains on the battle-
field.35 he found that insurgent groups tend to be most 
cohesive during a period of enduring stalemate, as 
insurgents need to appear viable to their members (are 
not losing) but also require an external threat to remain 
vital (have not fully won).36 

Following the same principle, Staniland and 
cunningham conducted joint research into the dynam-
ics of “side switching” or defection from an insurgent 
group. One conclusion was that the state’s policies 
(manifested in its counterinsurgency efforts) were not a 
decisive driver of defections. That is to say, a counterin-
surgency strategy of divide and defeat is effective only 
when the insurgency is already weak.37 a more surpris-
ing finding was the lack of any strong connection be-
tween defection and ideological differences. Instead, 
defections are usually grounded in the factors outlined 
above: when external events or internal dynamics 

prompt members to question the group’s capability to 
defeat threats and secure their interests. One of the 
most pronounced concerns about the Taliban today is 
the fear that hard-liners will reject a peace settlement 
on ideological grounds. This research suggests the 
fear is not well-founded.

Many conflict resolution studies point to the potential 
for groups to splinter or fragment when a peace deal is 
reached, which can lead to protracted and worsening 
violence.38 historical reviews of insurgency suggest 
that when hard-liners split from a group, their motives 
often have to do with power and pragmatism, and this 
observation is borne out in the Taliban’s own history of 
fragmentation, discussed further below.39 In the end, 
scholars agree that the groups most prone to frag-
menting, because of peace talks or any other external 
prompt, are those that already lack cohesion.40 

Perhaps the fundamental takeaway from the research is 
this: a cohesive insurgent group is more likely to preside 
over and implement a successful negotiation, while a 
fragmented group almost never does.41 The studies 
cited above categorize the Taliban as relatively cohesive 
compared to other modern insurgencies, regardless 
of lingering politicized narratives about the group. and 
while causing the Taliban to fragment may have been a 
counterinsurgency strategy worth arguing for a decade 
ago, any peaceful resolution to afghanistan’s conflict will 
depend on a more or less unified Taliban today. 

Causing the Taliban to fragment may have been a counterinsurgency strategy worth arguing for a decade 
ago, any peaceful resolution to Afghanistan’s conflict will depend on a more or less unified Taliban today.
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Evaluating Episodes of 
Taliban Fragmentation

When have the Taliban shown evidence of fragment-
ing? The tumultuous events of 2015 have already been 
mentioned, but that was not the first year to record 
signs that the Taliban’s internal factionalism might be 
inching closer toward fragmentation. Indeed, leading 
Western specialists on the movement logged evidence 
of growing factionalism as early as 2007. Without be-
coming “mutually exclusive” or outright rejecting Mullah 
Omar’s authority, figures and factions began to emerge 
that could be interpreted as “politically distinct.”42

In the decade before the american intervention of 2001, 
the Taliban had developed a hierarchical structure that 
was absent in many other mujahideen armed groups of 
the time. That said, the group survived mass displace-
ment and effective disbandment during the US military’s 
initial invasion in part because its hierarchy, and the 
way it functioned, was so loosely organized.43 rooted in 
what Staniland and Farrell have termed the horizontally 
networked relationships of the Taliban, consisting of 
personalized ties between top leaders and numerous 
mahaz (or “front”) commanders in the field, in its early 
insurgency years the organization demanded little and 
permitted a great deal from members fighting against 
the still nascent afghan security forces.44 as long as 
obedience in core marching orders and precepts was 
demonstrated, local commanders were often implicitly 
permitted to pursue their own interests, even if they 
were contrary to aims of leaders in Quetta.45 

Yet amid this atmosphere of permissiveness-in-obedi-
ence, Taliban leaders showed willingness to take the 

harshest possible measures to prevent any slide from 
factionalism into fragmentation. It helped the group that 
its leadership core was tightly knit among key tribal 
constituencies of southern Pashtuns, a feature that has 
remained largely true even as the movement’s organ-
izational structure has taken much firmer shape and 
its membership has diversified across the country.46 
Earliest reports of internal tensions took on a distinct-
ly tribal nature, in particular the struggle to harness 
resources from narcotics production, yet conflicts were 
managed by distinctly tribal modalities of dispute reso-
lution enforced by the Taliban’s hierarchy.47 

In 2007 the Taliban reached a turning point when the 
group’s senior military commander, Mullah Dadullah, 
was killed in a raid by NaTO special forces. Dadullah 
was notoriously ruthless, having controversially intro-
duced suicide bombings to the conflict, and had taken 
an unorthodox stance by actively engaging with the 
Western press, including making provocative state-
ments of support for al-Qaeda. reports of Dadullah’s 
death hinted that he had been betrayed, correspond-
ing with rumors of antipathy among other leaders.48 
The eventual death or arrest of three other senior fig-
ures during this period, and the Taliban’s later actions 
against commanders considered to have “gone rogue,” 
added to suspicion of behind-the-scenes internecine 
struggles.49 In any case, it was several years before 
another Taliban commander came into the public spot-
light for disagreeing with the central leadership—even 
as it became increasingly clear that alternative centers 
of power were emerging within the group.50
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Meanwhile, Mullah Omar’s deputies—first abdul Ghani 
Baradar, then, after Baradar’s arrest by Pakistani securi-
ty forces, aktar Mansour—began implementing a wave 
of reforms in an attempt to institutionalize the move-
ment.51 according to the trio of scholars who modeled 
fragmentation, strengthened institutionalization—man-
ifested not only in harsh discipline or the elimination 
of threats to the group’s unity but also in more robust 
organizational bodies and committees—can impede 
fragmentation. This may partially explain why the group 
held together from 2009 to 2013, even in the face of 
increasingly direct involvement by Pakistan’s intelli-
gence service, the growing tendency of Taliban leaders 
to resist Pakistani control by seeking sanctuary and 
funding elsewhere, and the complications brought on 
by having multiple sources of funding and authority.52 
as the group’s expansion risked increased factionalism, 
the organization’s top leaders were preemptively tight-
ening the screws of cohesion: the focus of institution-
alization in these years was predominantly military, and 
the Taliban’s fixation on battlefield adaptation inciden-
tally strengthened its horizontal networks. 53

By 2012, there were signs that growing factionalism 
was leading to fragmentation. amid broader wrangling 
between the shuras over financing and operations, 
tensions escalated between top military commander 
Mullah Zakir and deputy amir Mansour, eventually 
resulting in Zakir’s demotion. Moreover, a faction was 
appearing to distance itself and emerging as a dis-
tinct group: claims had occasionally surfaced from the 
Mullah Dadullah Feda’i Mahaz, or “Sacrificing Front,” 
ever since the slain Dadullah’s younger brother had 
adopted his namesake and his command. The younger 
“Mansour Dadullah” was demoted and punished by the 

Taliban for disobedience, and thereafter his followers 
made the occasional claim of brutal attacks—including 
on a former Taliban minister and high Peace council 
member.54 There was no evidence at the time that the 
Mullah Dadullah Front had entirely separated itself from 
the Taliban, but by 2013 the splinter group appeared to 
have split once more: under a commander Najibullah, 
the Feda’i Mahaz actively began to seek publicity, 
carrying out brutal high-profile killings.55 By 2014, a 
spokesperson was claiming that the Feda’i Mahaz 
opposed the Taliban’s stance on peace talks, mocking 
the group as a “Qatari militia.”56 at a strategic level, 
the Taliban failed to respond in a unified fashion to the 
afghan government’s 2014 elections, with subsequent 
reporting by international observers pointing to dis-
parate agendas and approaches among the group’s 
regional commands.57

Disagreements over the use of violence, discordant 
political stances on peace talks and Pakistani patron-
age, and raw power struggles had all been fomenting 
for several years before the perfect storm of 2015 
broke, comprising the leaked news of Omar’s death, 
the ensuing succession struggle, and the emergence 
of the Islamic State–Khorasan Province (ISKP). These 
crises, the resulting fragmentation, and the Taliban’s 
fierce reprisals against splinter factions have been well 
documented elsewhere.58 Yet the trend toward frag-
mentation was strongly evinced in the earlier episodes 
outlined above, materializing well before the events of 
2015 changed the complexion of the Taliban’s organ-
ization. What actually happened in 2015? Why did the 
Taliban fragment the way it did, and, just as important, 
why had it largely resumed its pre-2015 cohesiveness 
less than a year later?
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causes of and constraints 
on Taliban Fragmentation

The presumption among many close observers, even 
to this day, is that the Taliban’s cohesion is directly tied 
to the ideological fulcrum of the movement: unwavering 
loyalty to the amir.59 accordingly, as suspicions grew that 
Omar might have long been dead, this ideological com-
mitment deteriorated along with members’ trust, dissolv-
ing completely, among some, as soon as news broke 
of his death and the cover-up. But does this hypothesis, 
that Taliban cohesion was driven by loyalty to an abso-
lute leader, hold true in the historical record? 

There is reason to question this assumption, based on 
events well before and well after the near schism of 
2015. The string of senior-level deaths and arrests in 

2006 and 2007 that hinted at competitive backstabbing; 
the rampant criminality and notorious brutality among 
field commanders, in contravention of the amir’s issued 
guidance; some figures’ cultivation of financial resourc-
es and external relationships that ran contrary to the 
agenda of the amir’s shura in Quetta—all took place 
well before Omar’s death, before suspicion, deception, 
and fighters’ faltering faith could be blamed for erod-
ed cohesion. Similarly, if ideology-driven fealty is what 
held (and holds) the movement together, how was it 
that Mansour, the same individual accused of betraying 
and abusing Taliban loyalty, was able to prevent the 
group’s complete fragmentation, coercing and corralling 
so many members back into the group in short order? 

an afghan man reads newspaper headlines on august 1, 2015, about the new leader of the Taliban, Mullah aktar Mansour, and former leader Mullah 
Omar, whose death had been kept secret for more than two years. (Photo by rahmat Gul/aP)
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Finally, some observers have characterized the current 
amir, haibatullah akhunzada, as relatively weak; in his 
first year, many openly worried that Sirajuddin haqqani 
would subvert the movement with Pakistani support.60 

These predictions have not been borne out, revealing 
the current amir’s standing to be more complex; he 
has increasingly deferred to rule by committee, a style 
that has reaffirmed the group’s traditionally consultative 
decision-making process and solidified the horizontal 
network of its leadership.61 an attempt on haibatullah’s 
life (or at least the killing of his brother, a cleric in 
Quetta) in august 2019 appeared to barely affect the 
movement; such an affront to the core of the Taliban’s 
bond might have been expected to trigger a more 
visible response.62 Meanwhile, the movement’s ideo-
logical cause has been largely forsaken by internation-
al ulema (bodies of Muslim scholars), even by some 
previously supportive imams based in the Persian Gulf 
and Pakistan.63 The Taliban’s ideal of absolute loyalty 
appears, on close inspection, to have been historically 
quite conditional. 

Others have raised the possibility that ongoing peace 
talks, rather than a break in the ideological commitment 
to the amir, were the divisive issue that led to 2015’s 
fragmentation within the group.64 It is true that a cadre 
of dissatisfied hard-liners defected to IS from Taliban 
ranks, but these members were mostly localized in 
pockets of eastern provinces.65 Ultimately, the move-
ment’s most prominent ideological opponents of peace 
talks did not openly split from the group, despite a full 
year of tension and dysfunction within the leadership. 
Indeed, the highest-ranking defector from the Taliban 
in 2015, Mullah rasoul, later announced that he was in 
favor of a peaceful settlement.66 Moreover, the high-
est-ranking leader publicly known to oppose talks in 
earlier years, Mullah Qayum Zakir, who never broke 
with the group, was promoted back into upper eche-
lons of leadership after years of pariah status, at the 
same time that leadership shuras affirmed their latest 
consensus in favor of peace talks in January 2020.67

a more theoretical framework can provide a fuller an-
swer to the question why the Taliban fragmented when 
and how it did. Of the several reasons why factionalism 
grew within the movement, one was the shift in the 
origins and distribution of external support and resourc-
es. Beginning around 2009, resources began to be 
dispersed more evenly across the leadership shuras 
in Quetta, Peshawar, Miran Shah, Mashad, and “the 
North.”68 Per Bakke, cunningham, and Seymour’s triad of 
fragmentation factors, the more even distribution of pow-
er that resulted made fragmentation all the more likely. 
In fact, their model predicts the precise kind of crisis the 
Taliban endured in 2015, involving “new organizations 
that arise to challenge members of the institution, and/or 
existing members that defect from it.”69 Woldermariam’s 
theory also outlines the Taliban’s dilemma of a decade 
ago: an insurgency’s major battlefield gains are likely 
to drive wedges between its factions. as the Taliban 
expanded their reach across the country, changing the 
way the movement connected to new local communities 
at the same time that its internal hierarchy was evolving, 
the organization effectively experienced growing pains. 
The movement had expanded to the point that whole-
sale organizational adaptation, while necessary, left it 
less cohesive and vulnerable to external shocks. 

The theories discussed in the previous section also 
explain how the Taliban recouped a measure of organi-
zational unity so effectively despite these strains. a study 
by charles Mahoney that explored instances in which 
insurgent groups fragment found a simple explanation: 
the surviving faction was almost always the biggest 
and the best resourced.70 as Staniland corroborated, 
a well-resourced insurgent group is bound to be more 
cohesive. Even amid the fracas of 2015, the Taliban’s 
credibility was boosted under Mansour’s leadership 
after the provincial capital of Kunduz briefly fell, the most 
dramatic military achievement of the group since before 
2001.71 Woldermariam’s study also applies: a group often 
remains cohesive so long as an obvious, serious external 
threat remains—and it retains the perceived capacity to 
ensure its members’ survival and further their interests.72
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Finally, Staniland’s finding on cohesive groups requir-
ing a strong horizontal network of ties is critical. It is not 
the ideal of loyalty to an amir that constitutes the core 
strength of these horizontal ties but the very nature of the 
Taliban’s mahaz structure (multiple fronts), and its contin-
ued relevance, that have made and keep the group so 
cohesive. The mahaz structure lacks intermediary ranks 
that might separate top figures from field commanders, 
operates via the direct collection and distribution of funds, 
serves as the predominant recruitment mechanism for the 
movement’s fighters, and functions through personalized 
relationships among the leadership. This structure has 
kept the movement intact despite the external pressures 
and internal factionalism, tribal tensions, and national 
expansion it has faced over several decades. 

There was a period, just before the fractious year of 
2015, when the Taliban’s institutional reforms appeared 
to have replaced its informal mahaz structure, down to 
the fundamental order of its military chain of command.73 
Yet in the years since, the movement has returned to 
the reliability of mahaz networks even as it has institu-
tionalized at a steady pace, a concurrent approach that 
has somewhat confounded afghanistan watchers.74 This 
organizational contradiction may have come about as a 
result of the Taliban’s forays into military centralization, 
which proved highly contentious and may have been at 
the root of faltering cohesion within the movement. This 
was likely because full military professionalization of the 
movement would have removed the benefits the mahaz 
system affords to each individual in the movement’s lead-
ership. By preserving the mahaz structure, the Taliban’s 
leadership remains cohesive, and the organization has 
instead increased institutionalization through its civil-
ian-oriented commissions and positions for governance, 
casualty recording and prevention, and information and 
media operations, including internal messaging and 
guidance. This practice has strengthened what Staniland 
describes as the vertical ties between insurgents and the 

communities that host them. Efforts by the central lead-
ership to impose greater command and control meas-
ures have stopped short of destabilizing the resilient, 
cohesive horizontal network that, as in the insurgency’s 
earliest days, still grants the movement’s diverse local 
outlets a great deal of leeway on many issues. 

Insider reports of internal factionalism, and even concerns 
about the existential impact of the peace process, should 
not skew expectations toward the Taliban’s impending 
fragmentation. The Taliban’s leadership has always kept 
a sharp watch on the group’s unity, both real and per-
ceived, and this tendency has only intensified since 2015. 
In this light, haibatullah’s deferential leadership style, 
characterized by some observers as a weakness, can 
be seen as a restoration of and emphasis on consensus 
rule—very much in the style of Mullah Omar in his later 
years. Many of the group’s public stances and policies, 
most of its mass communications, and its very few iden-
tifiable core objectives suggest a movement intent on 
preserving its unity as a cohesive armed force.75 When it 
comes to the most contentious issues, such as peace, the 
Taliban remain steadfastly attentive to how developments 
might threaten the movement’s organizational cohe-
sion—evidenced in how the leadership quickly restarted 
combat operations after the three-day Eid cease-fire in 
June 2018 and rejected further cease-fires thereafter.76 
and despite reports detailing rifts in the movement over 
peace, suspected "anti-peace" figures remained silent for 
more than a year of careful deliberations on each step of 
talks with the United States, playing a game of "wait and 
see." hiccups in those talks, rather than highlighting spoil-
ers within Taliban ranks, were resolved at each turn.

In light of the historical record and the relevant schol-
arship, and despite politically charged narratives and 
the movement’s loosely organized origins, the Taliban 
should be characterized as a relatively cohesive, rather 
than fragmented, group.77

The Taliban’s leadership has always kept a sharp watch on the group’s unity,  
both real and perceived, and this tendency has only intensified since 2015.
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Potential Issues attending 
the Peace Process

according to the existing literature on peace negotia-
tions, that the Taliban can be considered more a cohe-
sive organization than a fragmented one is good news 
for peace efforts. as has become increasingly apparent 
during the talks underway over the past year, a unified 
Taliban leadership is more likely to be able to deliver 
and implement a deal.78 

a cautionary note is raised by the research suggest-
ing that peace deals can fragment insurgent groups. 
academic studies are concerning but unsatisfyingly 
unclear on this point; most historical case studies of 
insurgencies that “splinter” or fragment while negotiating 
peace have focused on insurgencies in a much weaker 
negotiating position and hence are not immediately rel-
evant to afghanistan’s current context, where the Taliban 
hold a large percentage of the country’s rural territory.79 
The only firm research conclusion about cohesive insur-
gencies is that they are generally less likely to fragment 
as a result of dramatic external developments.

Specific to the Taliban, then, if the continuation of the 
peace process were to bring about fragmentation, 
what form might it take? There have been three primary 
possibilities raised by observers: mass defections to 
the local IS branch, factions such as the haqqani net-
work declaring independence, or dissatisfied individu-
als and commanders simply defecting from the group. 

The Taliban appear fixated on securing a political 
settlement to the conflict that explicitly avoids the last 
scenario by refusing to partake in particular peace 
initiatives that might damage the organization’s 

cohesion (rejection of comprehensive nationwide 
cease-fires and a resumption of violence days after 
signing the February 29 agreement with the United 
States are perhaps the most notable examples).80 
The group’s messaging has remained consistently 
oriented along a narrative of victory, and its “red lines” 
seem to mark off what the group’s leadership believes 
the rank and file will find acceptable. relatedly, and to 
the point of whole factions splitting from the move-
ment, Taliban leadership has increasingly consulted 
the top ranks at critical moments during negotiations 
with the United States.81 Many commentators on the 
afghan conflict have pointed to the contradiction 
of the Taliban’s bellicose rhetoric and occasionally 
shocking acts of violence even as the organization’s 
members sat with US representatives, ostensibly 
discussing peace. Some, including many afghans, 
have suggested this contradiction shows the Taliban 
are negotiating in bad faith.82 But the Taliban’s insist-
ence on continued violence, even in the final days 
before signing a peace agreement, is perfectly logi-
cal—if preserving unity (and preventing fragmentation) 
is understood to be one of their top priorities. 

Likewise, particular concerns that the haqqani network 
might resist a political settlement, perhaps because of 
its ties with global jihadist groups, ignore how inte-
grated the network’s leadership has become with the 
Taliban since its leader Sirajuddin was promoted to 
deputy amir in 2015. Yes, the network is tribally distinct 
and stems from a different organizational history, but 
these factors and Sirajuddin’s simmering tensions with 
other leaders in the movement notwithstanding, the 
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Taliban and the haqqanis equally benefit at present 
from their current cohesion—both structurally and 
individually. By some estimates, the haqqanis make 
up 15 percent of the Taliban’s total fighting power and 
control key logistical pipelines for terror attacks in 
Kabul.83 Yet their organic support base is geographical-
ly limited to a few provinces in a single region, without 
a single urban center. currently, their leader holds sway 
over an insurgency that appears poised to return to 
authority and legitimacy on a scale that might surpass 
the Taliban’s emirate era of the 1990s; on its own, this 
network would be existentially dependent on Pakistani 
support at a time of political uncertainty. Very few of the 
historical or theoretical criteria for defection or frag-
mentation apply to the current Taliban-haqqani rela-
tionship, as evidenced by Sirajuddin haqqani’s name 
appearing as the author of a New York Times op-ed 
outlining the Taliban’s vision for peace.84 

regarding the fear that, once a peace deal is reached, 
fighters or whole factions could declare allegiance 
to ISKP, there is a historical precedent. however, the 
context of the global phenomenon of IS in 2014–15, 
and the excitement it generated, is impossible to 
ignore. Since then, while ISKP has remained resilient, it 
has also failed to cultivate a broader following among 
afghan communities, in part owing to its brutality and 
blatant attempts to sow sectarian division; suffered 
the combined pressure of concentrated US, afghan, 
and Taliban military campaigns; and recently lost an 
enormous deal of credibility in the territorial loss of its 
original stronghold of Nangarhar Province. 

It is also impossible to discuss Taliban fighters poten-
tially defecting to IS in the event of a peace deal, as 
is often assumed, without reviewing the context of 
how the Taliban have reacted to such defections in 

afghanistan's Taliban delegation arrives for the signing of a peace settlement between the Taliban and the United States in Doha, Qatar, on February 
29, 2020.. (Photo by hussein Sayed/aP)
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the past.85 There is a common thread in the Taliban’s 
historical response to defections: other defectors were 
largely left alone, from individuals residing in Kabul 
serving peace efforts in various capacities to Mullah 
rasoul, who is now in Pakistan under the watchful eye 
of state security forces—yet every former Taliban mem-
ber who has pledged allegiance or joined forces with 
the Islamic State affiliate has been ruthlessly targeted.86 
Most citations of ISKP’s former Taliban membership 
neglect to mention that many of the original defectors, 
nearly all of whom joined in 2015, are dead—if not at 
the Taliban’s hand, then at the hands of US or afghan 
forces. and critically, these references almost always 
ignore evidence that defectors were often already 
outcast from the Taliban in some way, from high-profile 
Mansour Dadullah to the common fighter in Nangarhar 
who confessed to committing murder as his reason for 
defecting.87 Even the northern faction of the Taliban 
that pledged itself to the Islamic State in 2018 had origi-
nally been a network of pro-government militias, having 
long since defected from allegiance to afghanistan’s 
vice president, rashid Dostum.88

If the Taliban do begin to fragment amid a continuing 
peace process, it is not likely to be as the result of 
any peace agreement the group would willingly sign. 
Despite often repeated rumors that the siting of the 
Taliban’s political office in Doha caused widespread 
resentment among the group’s rank and file, the 2019 
appointment of movement heavyweight Mullah Baradar 
to head the political office ensured continued cohesion: 

it rebalanced the power of various factions within the 
group.89 If the group witnesses fragmentation (either 
on a factional or an individual scale), it is most likely to 
do so for the same reasons that have been identified 
in the past. contrary to assumptions about ideological 
differences, fighters’ habituation to violence, or greed 
stemming from the wartime economy, the Taliban are 
likely to fragment only if leadership loses the capacity 
and credibility to provide for the survival and further the 
interests of the movement’s members, if the basis of its 
support and sanctuary shifts in fundamental ways, or 
if the military course of the conflict leads to significant 
territorial gains or losses. This suggests that any poten-
tial fragmentation has much more to do with the content 
of an agreement than the fact that the Taliban might sign 
an agreement at all. and if the first phase of the current 
process, the bilateral agreement between the US and 
Taliban signed on February 29, is any indication, the 
Taliban have not been pressured to—and are not yet in 
any near-term danger of—crossing the internal red lines 
that might threaten the group’s cohesion.90 

This report does not deny the potential for the Taliban to 
fragment in the future, as the movement has before on 
occasion: factional differences may boil over as the con-
flict impacts internal dynamics, and significant changes 
to the group’s organizational structure and institutions 
could prompt crises of confidence among leaders or 
individual members. rather, it has sought to provide a 
firm theoretical framework, rooted in historical analysis, 
to clearly outline and understand the phenomenon. 

The Taliban are likely to fragment only if leadership loses the capacity and credibility to provide for the 
survival and further the interests of the movement’s members, if the basis of its support and sanctuary shifts 
in fundamental ways, or if the military course of the conflict leads to significant territorial gains or losses.
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recommendations

The Taliban constitute a relatively cohesive insurgent 
movement, as has been the case for most of the group’s 
history. This cohesion bodes well, the research literature 
indicates, for the Taliban to be able to enforce the terms 
of their agreement with the United States, as well as any 
eventual settlement that might result from intra-afghan 
negotiations. any future Taliban fragmentation would likely 
result from changes in the group’s organizational struc-
ture, either changes that altered its institutional strength 
or changes that shifted the balance of power among 
different factions. another cause of fragmentation could 
be developments, in conflict or during the evolving peace 
process, that sharply reduce members’ appraisal of the 
group’s ability to protect them and advance their interests. 

The group’s own preoccupation with preserving uni-
ty and preventing fragmentation provides insight into 
Taliban “red lines” for intra-afghan negotiations. The 
group has been notably vague on most key issues that 
can be expected to arise during discussions of a poten-
tial power-sharing agreement. at the very least, afghan 
government negotiators and international mediators 
might use the baseline of “preserving organizational 
cohesion” to explore the Taliban’s limits of compromise. 

The more cohesive an insurgent group, the more likely 
it will be able to enforce any peace-related agreements 
it signs. Intra-afghan negotiations with the Taliban 
should take into account the factors that contribute to 
an insurgent group’s cohesion—and as much as possi-
ble, accommodate and encourage continued cohesion, 
until later stages of a peace process are achieved. Such 
encouragement should include the afghan government, 
the United States, and other allies ceasing any existing 
attempts to sow discord or encourage factionalism with-
in the Taliban’s leadership—which would mark a signal 
departure from historically periodic attempts to encour-
age or highlight the group’s fragmentation.

Taliban cohesion can be indirectly encouraged in 
subtler ways, as well. Indirect means could include 
initiatives or measures intended to pacify or include re-
sistant factions within the Taliban. One instance where 
this may have already occurred is the confidence-build-
ing measure of prisoner release, which included the 
high-profile anas haqqani, brother of the Taliban’s dep-
uty amir, Sirajuddin haqqani. however, such initiatives 
could prove counterproductive if pursued in an attempt 
to divide the group.
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The US and afghan governments have, at various times, intentionally pursued strategies of 

“divide and defeat” in an attempt to fragment and weaken the Taliban. Yet contrary to lingering 

narratives from earlier eras of the afghan conflict, the Taliban today are a relatively cohesive 

insurgent group and are unlikely to fragment in the near term. By studying what makes the 

Taliban cohesive and what has caused instances of its fragmentation, all parties invested in 

an afghan peace process might be better equipped to negotiate with the Taliban under terms 

the movement would be willing to accept, even if it has not defined those terms publicly.
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